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9.5 Option – Geophysics 
 

Contextual Outline 

Geophysics is the application of physical theories and measurement to the investigation of the planet we 
inhabit. Geophysical studies may involve large-scale problems such as the Earth’s structure and behaviour 
(solid earth geophysics) and problems associated with the exploration of the crust for minerals and for 
engineering purposes (exploration geophysics). 
 
Both solid earth geophysics and exploration geophysics use similar instrumentation and methods to study 
phenomena such as gravitation, the Earth’s magnetic field, radioactivity and the behaviour of seismic waves. 
Using an understanding of its material properties, geophysicists explore the Earth in ways that human senses 
cannot.  
 
Geophysical investigations provide society with such benefits as improved location of energy resources, 
minerals, hazard minimisation and an understanding of the complex planet we inhabit. 
 
This module increases students’ understanding of the history of physics and the implications of physics for 
society and the environment. 

 

 
 

 Students learn to: Students: 

 

1. Geophysics  describe the properties of earth  identify data sources, gather and 

involves the materials that are studied in process information to discuss 

measurement  geophysics — particularly elasticity, Newton’s proposal for the shape of 

of physical density, thermal, magnetic and the Earth using data gathered from 

properties of  electrical properties investigations involving pendulum 

the Earth measurements 
 identify the principal methods used in 

 geophysics as seismic, gravitational,  plan, choose equipment or resources 

  

magnetic, palaeomagnetic, electrical, for, and perform first-hand 

electromagnetic, radiometric and investigations to gather data and use 

 geothermal, and describe the type of the available evidence to analyse the 

information that two of these methods variation in density of different rock 

can provide types 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

2. Some physical  describe how absorption and  perform a first-hand investigation to 

phenomena such reflection of radiation can provide gather data to demonstrate the 

as gravitation and information about a reflecting surface relationship between the nature of a 

radiation provide surface and the radiation reflected 

information about  explain how remote sensing from it 

the Earth at a techniques can be used to monitor 

distance from it climate, vegetation and pollution  process information to describe the 

significance of Jean Richer’s 

  identify two uses of remote sensing of 
radiation in mineral exploration 

experiments with the pendulum in 

disproving the spherical Earth 

  outline reasons why the gravitational 
hypothesis 

field of the Earth varies at different 

points on its surface 
 solve problems and analyse 

information to calculate the mass of 

  describe how the paths of satellites are 
the Earth given g  

and the diameter of the Earth 
used to study the Earth’s gravity 

  outline the structure and function of a 
 solve problems and analyse 

information to calculate the mass of 
gravimeter the Earth, given the period and the 

altitude of a satellite: 
  describe the purpose of data reduction 

in gravity surveys 
r
3

GM
=  

T
2

4π 2

  recount the steps involved in gravity 
data reduction including latitude 
correction, free air correction and 
Bouguer correction 

 process information from secondary 

sources to reduce collected gravity 

data 

 

 identify and describe the uses of 

gravity methods in resource 

exploration 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

3. Seismic methods 

provide 

information about 

 describe the properties of P waves and 

S waves 

 perform an investigation to model the 

principles of the reflection and 

refraction of seismic waves 

the large scale 

structure of the 

Earth and the 

detailed structure 

of its crust 

 

 

 

outline how a seismic wave’s path is 

affected by the properties of the 

material it travels through 

explain how seismic waves are 

reflected and refracted at an interface 

outline the structure and function of 
geophones and seismometers  

 

 

analyse information from a graph of 

travel time versus shot-to-geophone 

distance for a single layer  

gather, process and present 
diagrammatic information to show the 
paths of P and S waves through the 
Earth 

  summarise the evidence for a liquid 

outer core and a solid inner core of the 

Earth 

  outline the methods of seismic 
 

reflection and refraction 

   discuss the uses of seismic methods in 
 
 

  

the search for oil and gas  

 
 

 

4. Studies of past and 

present physical 

phenomena 

indicate that the 

Earth is dynamic 

 

 

describe the Earth’s current magnetic 

field 

account for the evidence that the 
Earth’s magnetic field varies over 
time 

 perform an investigation that models, 

and present information to 

demonstrate how the inclination of the 

Earth’s magnetic field varies with 

latitude 

 

 

 

 

summarise the geophysical evidence 

that supports the theory of plate 

tectonics 

discuss the initial reluctance of some 

 solve problems and analyse 

information to calculate the spreading 

rate of an ocean using a magnetic 

polarity time scale and a magnetic 

anomaly profile 

of the scientific community to accept 
the mobility of the Earth’s plates in 
the absence of a mechanism for plate 
movement 
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 Students learn to: Students: 

 

5. Geophysics 

provides 

information  

that is of economic 

and social benefit 

 

 

 

explain the benefits of geophysical 

methods in mineral exploration and 

environmental monitoring 

describe the role that geophysicists 

have played in the following: 

– monitoring nuclear test ban 

treaties 

 identify data sources, plan, choose 

equipment or resources for, and 

perform an investigation to 

demonstrate the use of a geophysical 

method in the field 

– natural hazard reduction 
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9.6 Option – Medical Physics 
 

Contextual Outline 

The use of other advances in technology, developed from our understanding of the electromagnetic spectrum, 
and based on sound physical principles, has allowed medical technologists more sophisticated tools to analyse 
and interpret bodily process for diagnostic purposes. Diagnostic imaging expands the knowledge of 
practitioners and the practice of medicine. It usually uses non-invasive methods for identifying and monitoring 
diseases or injuries via the generation of images representing internal anatomical structures and organs of the 
body. 
 
Technologies, such as ultrasound, compute axial tomography, positron emission tomography and magnetic 
resonance imaging, can often provide clear diagnostic pictures without surgery. A magnetic resonance image 
(MRI) scan of the spine, for example, provides a view of the discs in the back, as well as the nerves and other 
soft tissues. The practitioner can look at the MRI films and determine whether there is a pinched nerve, a 
degenerative disc or a tumour. The greatest advantage of these techniques are their ability to allow the 
practitioner to see inside the body without the need for surgery. 
 
This module increases students’ understanding of the history of physics and the implications of physics for 
society and the environment.  
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 Students learn to: Students: 

 

1. The properties of 

ultrasound waves 

 identify the differences between 

ultrasound and sound in normal 

 solve problems and analyse 

information to calculate the acoustic 

can be used as 

diagnostic tools 
 

hearing range 

describe the piezoelectric effect and 
the effect of using an alternating 
potential difference with a 
piezoelectric crystal 

impedance of a range of materials, 

including bone, muscle, soft tissue, 

fat, blood and air and explain the 

types of tissues that ultrasound can be 

used to examine 

 
 define acoustic impedance: 

 gather secondary information to 

observe at least two ultrasound 
Z = ρυ  images of body organs 

 and identify that different materials 
have different acoustic impedances  identify data sources and gather 

information to observe the flow of 

 

 

 

 

describe how the principles of 

acoustic impedance and reflection and 

refraction are applied to ultrasound 

define the ratio of reflected to initial 
intensity as: 

2

I
r

[Z2 − Z1]
=  

2
I
0 [Z2 + Z

1]

 

 

 

blood through the heart from a 

Doppler ultrasound video image 

identify data sources, gather, process 

and analyse information to describe 

how ultrasound is used to measure 

bone density 

solve problems and analyse 

information using: 

 

 

 

 

identify that the greater the difference 

in acoustic impedance between two 

materials, the greater is the reflected 

proportion of the incident pulse 

describe situations in which A scans, 

 Z = ρυ  

and 

2

I
r

[Z2 − Z1]
=  

2
I
0 [Z2 + Z

1]
B scans and sector scans would be 

used and the reasons for the use of 

each 

 
 describe the Doppler effect in sound 

waves and how it is used in 

ultrasonics to obtain flow 

characteristics of blood moving 

through the heart 

  
 outline some cardiac problems that 

can be detected through the use of the 
Doppler effect 

€ 

€ 

€ 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

2. The physical 

properties of 

 describe how X-rays are currently 
produced 

 gather information to observe at least 

one image of a fracture on an X-ray 

electromagnetic 

radiation can be 

used as diagnostic 

 compare the differences between 

‘soft’ and ‘hard’ X-rays 

film and X-ray images of other body 

parts 

tools 
 explain how a computed axial 

tomography (CAT) scan is produced 

 gather secondary information to 

observe a CAT scan image and 

compare the information provided by 

  describe circumstances where a CAT 
scan would be a superior diagnostic 

CAT scans to that provided by an  

X-ray image for the same body part 

tool compared to either X-rays or 
ultrasound 

 perform a first-hand investigation to 

demonstrate the transfer of light by 

  explain how an endoscope works in 
optical fibres 

relation to total internal reflection 
 gather secondary information to 

  discuss differences between the role 
of coherent and incoherent bundles of 

observe internal organs from images 

produced by an endoscope 

fibres in an endoscope 

 
 explain how an endoscope is used in: 

 

– observing internal organs 

– obtaining tissue samples of 

internal organs for further testing 

   

3. Radioactivity can  outline properties of radioactive  perform an investigation to compare 

be used as a isotopes and their half lives that are an image of bone scan with an X-ray 

diagnostic tool used to obtain scans of organs image 

  describe how radioactive isotopes may  gather and process secondary 
be metabolised by the body to bind or information to compare a scanned 
accumulate in the target organ image of at least one healthy body 

part or organ with a scanned image of 

  identify that during decay of specific its diseased counterpart 

radioactive nuclei positrons are given 

off  

  discuss the interaction of electrons 
 

and positrons resulting in the 
production of gamma rays 

  describe how the positron emission 
 

tomography (PET) technique is used 

for diagnosis  
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 Students learn to:   Students: 

  

4. The magnetic field  identify that the nuclei of certain  perform an investigation to observe 

produced by atoms and molecules behave as small images from magnetic resonance 

nuclear particles magnets image (MRI) scans, including a 

can be used as a comparison of healthy and damaged 

diagnostic tool  identify that protons and neutrons in tissue 
the nucleus have properties of spin 

and describe how net spin is obtained   identify data sources, gather, process 

and present information using 
 explain that the behaviour of nuclei available evidence to explain why 

with a net spin, particularly hydrogen, MRI scans can be used to: 
is related to the magnetic field they – detect cancerous tissues 
produce – identify areas of high blood flow 

 describe the changes that occur in the 
– distinguish between grey and 

white matter in the brain 
orientation of the magnetic axis of 
nuclei before and after the application 
of a strong magnetic field  

 gather and process secondary 

information to identify the function of 

 
 define precessing and relate the 

frequency of the precessing to the 

composition of the nuclei and the 

the electromagnet, radio frequency 

oscillator, radio receiver and 

computer in the MRI equipment 

strength of the applied external 

magnetic field  
 identify data sources, gather and 

process information to compare the 

 
 discuss the effect of subjecting 

precessing nuclei to pulses of radio 

advantages and disadvantages of  

X-rays, CAT scans, PET scans and 

MRI scans 
waves 

 
 explain that the amplitude of the 

signal given out when precessing 

nuclei relax is related to the number of 

nuclei present 

 gather, analyse information and use 

available evidence to assess the 

impact of medical applications of 

physics on society 

 
 explain that large differences would 

occur in the relaxation time between 
tissue containing hydrogen bound 
water molecules and tissues 
containing other molecules 
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9.7 Option – Astrophysics  
 

Contextual Outline 

The wonders of the Universe are revealed through technological advances based on tested principles of 
physics. Our understanding of the cosmos draws upon models, theories and laws in our endeavour to seek 
explanations for the myriad of observations made by various instruments at many different wavelengths. 
Techniques, such as imaging, photometry, astrometry and spectroscopy, allow us to determine many of the 
properties and characteristics of celestial objects. Continual technical advancement has resulted in a range of 
devices extending from optical and radio-telescopes on Earth to orbiting telescopes, such as Hipparcos, 
Chandra and HST. 
 
Explanations for events in our spectacular Universe, based on our understandings of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, allow for insights into the relationships between star formation and evolution (supernovae), and 
extreme events, such as high gravity environments of a neutron star or black hole. 
 
This module increases students’ understanding of the nature and practice of physics and the implications of 
physics for society and the environment. 
 
 
 

 Students learn to: Students: 

 

1. Our understanding  discuss Galileo’s use of the telescope  identify data sources, plan, choose 

of celestial objects to identify features of the Moon equipment or resources for, and 

depends upon perform an investigation to 

observations made  discuss why some wavebands can be demonstrate why it is desirable for 

from Earth or more easily detected from space  telescopes to have a large diameter 

from space near 

the Earth  define the terms ‘resolution’ and 

‘sensitivity’ of telescopes 
 

objective lens or mirror in terms of 

both sensitivity and resolution 

 discuss the problems associated with 

ground-based astronomy in terms of 

resolution and absorption of radiation 

and atmospheric distortion 

 
   outline methods by which the 
 resolution and/or sensitivity of 

ground-based systems can be 

improved, including: 

– adaptive optics  

– interferometry 
– active optics 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

2. Careful  define the terms parallax, parsec,  solve problems and analyse 

measurement of a light-year  information to calculate the distance 

celestial object’s to a star given its trigonometric 

position in the sky  explain how trigonometric parallax parallax using: 

(astrometry) may 

be used to 

determine its 

can be used to determine the distance 

to stars 
1

d =  
p

distance  discuss the limitations of  gather and process information to 

trigonometric parallax measurements determine the relative limits to 

 

 

 

 

trigonometric parallax distance 

determinations using recent ground-

based and space-based telescopes 

   

 

3. Spectroscopy is a  account for the production of emission  perform a first-hand investigation to 

vital tool for and absorption spectra and compare examine a variety of spectra produced 

astronomers and these with a continuous blackbody by discharge tubes, reflected sunlight, 

provides  spectrum or incandescent filaments 

a wealth of 

information  describe the technology needed to  analyse information to predict the 

measure astronomical spectra surface temperature of a star from its 

intensity/wavelength graph 
  identify the general types of spectra 

produced by stars, emission nebulae,  

galaxies and quasars 

  describe the key features of stellar 
 

spectra and describe how these are 
used to classify stars 

 

  describe how spectra can provide   

  

information on surface temperature,  

rotational and translational velocity, 

 density and chemical composition of 

stars 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

4. Photometric  define absolute and apparent  solve problems and analyse 

measurements can magnitude information using: 

be used for 

determining 

distance and 

 explain how the concept of magnitude 

can be used to determine the distance 

 d  
   M = m −5log    

 10  

comparing objects to a celestial object and 

 outline spectroscopic parallax 
I
A ( ) 5

=100
m
B
−m

A  
I
B

 explain how two-colour values (eg 

colour index, B-V) are obtained and 

why they are useful 

 to calculate the absolute or apparent 

magnitude of stars using data and a 

reference star 

  describe the advantages of 
photoelectric technologies over 
photographic methods for photometry 

 perform an investigation to 

demonstrate the use of filters for 

photometric measurements 

  

   identify data sources, gather, process 

  and present information to assess the 

 impact of improvements in 

measurement technologies on our 

understanding of celestial objects 

   

5. The study of  describe binary stars in terms of the  perform an investigation to model the 

binary and means of their detection: visual, light curves of eclipsing binaries using 

variable stars eclipsing, spectroscopic and computer simulation 

reveals vital astrometric 

information about  solve problems and analyse 

stars  explain the importance of binary stars information by applying: 

 

in determining stellar masses 

classify variable stars as either 

intrinsic or extrinsic and periodic or 

4π
2
r
3

m
1
+m

2
=  
GT

2

 

non-periodic 

  explain the importance of the period-
luminosity relationship for 
determining the distance of cepheids 

€ 

€ 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

6. Stars evolve and  describe the processes involved in  present information by plotting 

eventually ‘die’ stellar formation Hertzsprung-Russell diagrams for: 
nearby or brightest stars, stars in a 

  outline the key stages in a star’s life in young open cluster, stars in a globular 
cluster terms of the physical processes 

involved 
 analyse information from a H-R 

diagram and use available evidence to   describe the types of nuclear reactions 
determine the characteristics of a star involved in Main-Sequence and post-
and its evolutionary stage Main Sequence stars 

 present information by plotting on a   discuss the synthesis of elements in 
stars by fusion H-R diagram the pathways of stars of 

1, 5 and 10 solar masses during their 

  explain how the age of a globular life cycle 

cluster can be determined from its 

zero-age main sequence plot for a H-R  

diagram 

  explain the concept of star death in 

relation to: 

– planetary nebula 

– supernovae 

– white dwarfs 

– neutron stars/pulsars 

– black holes 
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9.8 Option – From Quanta to Quarks 
 

Contextual Outline 

In the early part of the twentieth century, many experimental and theoretical problems remained unresolved. 
Attempts to explain the behaviour of matter on the atomic level with the laws of classical physics were not 
successful. Phenomena such as black-body radiation, the photoelectric effect and the emission of sharp 
spectral lines by atoms in a gas discharge tube could not be understood within the framework of classical 
physics. 
 
Between 1900 and 1930, a revolution took place and a new more generalised formulation called quantum 
mechanics was developed. This new approach was highly successful in explaining the behaviour of atoms, 
molecules and nuclei. As with relativity, quantum theory requires a modification of ideas about the physical 
world.  
 
This module increases students’ understanding of the history, nature and practice of physics and the current 
issues, research and developments in physics. 

 
 

 Students learn to: Students: 

 

1. Problems with the  discuss the structure of the Rutherford  perform a first-hand investigation to 

Rutherford model model of the atom, the existence of observe the visible components of the 

of the atom led to the nucleus and electron orbits hydrogen spectrum  

the search for a 

model that would 

better explain the 

observed 

 analyse the significance of the 

hydrogen spectrum in the 

development of Bohr’s model of the 

 process and present diagrammatic 
information to illustrate Bohr’s 
explanation of the Balmer series  

phenomena atom 
 solve problems and analyse 

 define Bohr’s postulates  information using: 

 
  

 

 discuss Planck’s contribution to the 
concept of quantised energy 

 describe how Bohr’s postulates led to 

the development of a mathematical 

model to account for the existence of 

the hydrogen spectrum: 

  
1 1 1

= R    
2
−   2  λ  n f ni  

 discuss the limitations of the Bohr 

model of the hydrogen atom 

 

  
1 1 1

= R    
2
−   2  λ  n f ni  

 analyse secondary information to 

identify the difficulties with the 

Rutherford-Bohr model, including its 

inability to completely explain: 

– the spectra of larger atoms 

– the relative intensity of spectral 
lines 

– the existence of hyperfine spectral 

lines 

– the Zeeman effect € 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

2. The limitations of  describe the impact of de Broglie’s  solve problems and analyse 

classical physics proposal that any kind of particle has information using: 

gave birth to both wave and particle properties h
λ =  quantum physics 

mv
 define diffraction and identify that 

 interference occurs between waves  gather, process, analyse and present 

that have been diffracted information and use available 

evidence to assess the contributions 
  describe the confirmation of de made by Heisenberg and Pauli to the 

Broglie’s proposal by Davisson and development of atomic theory 
Germer  

  explain the stability of the electron 
orbits in the Bohr atom using de 
Broglie’s hypothesis 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

3. The work of  define the components of the nucleus  perform a first-hand investigation or 

Chadwick and (protons and neutrons) as nucleons gather secondary information to 

Fermi in and contrast their properties observe radiation emitted from a 

producing 

artificial  discuss the importance of 
nucleus using Wilson Cloud Chamber 

or similar detection device 

transmutations led conservation laws to Chadwick’s 

to practical discovery of the neutron  solve problems and analyse 

applications of 

nuclear physics  define the term ‘transmutation’ 
information to calculate the mass 

defect and energy released in natural 

  describe nuclear transmutations due to 

natural radioactivity  

transmutation and fission reactions 

 
 describe Fermi’s initial experimental 

observation of nuclear fission 

  discuss Pauli’s suggestion of the 
 

existence of neutrino and relate it to 

the need to account for the energy 

distribution of electrons emitted in  

β-decay 

  evaluate the relative contributions of 
 

electrostatic and gravitational forces 

between nucleons 

  account for the need for the strong 
 

nuclear force and describe its 

properties 

  explain the concept of a mass defect 
 

using Einstein’s equivalence between 

mass and energy 

  describe Fermi’s demonstration of a 
 

controlled nuclear chain reaction in 

1942 

  compare requirements for controlled 
 

and uncontrolled nuclear chain 
reactions 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

4. An understanding  explain the basic principles of a  gather, process and analyse 

of the nucleus has fission reactor information to assess the significance 

led to large science 

projects and many 

applications 

 describe some medical and industrial 
applications of radio-isotopes  

of the Manhattan Project to society 

identify data sources, and gather, 

  describe how neutron scattering is 
process, and analyse information to 

describe the use of: 

  

used as a probe by referring to the 

properties of neutrons 
− 

− 

a 

a 

named 

named 

isotope 

isotope 

in 

in 

medicine 

agriculture 

 
 identify ways by which physicists  

− a named isotope in engineering 

 continue to develop their  
understanding of matter, using 

accelerators as a probe to investigate 

the structure of matter 

 discuss the key features and 

components of the standard model of 

matter, including quarks and leptons 
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9.9 Option – The Age of Silicon  
 

Contextual Outline 

The invention of the transistor by Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley paved the way for a wide range of new 
electronic devices. A knowledge of the electrical, magnetic, optical and thermal properties of compounds of 
transition and rare earth metals enables their application to robotics, automation in the manufacturing industry 
and advances in the personal computer industry. 
 
Semiconducting material is the basis of the integrated circuits that run our computers and many modern 
technologies, including programmable controllers. Many modern technologies use electro-mechanical 
principles to interface real world sensors and outputs to microprocessors, temperature controllers, 
thermocouples and power regulators. 
 
This module increases students’ understanding of the applications and uses of physics, the implications of 
physics for society and the environment, and current issues, research and developments in physics. 
 
 

 Students learn to: Students: 

 

1. Electronics has  identify that early computers each  identify data sources, gather, process 

undergone rapid employed hundreds of thousands of and analyse information to outline the 

development due single transistors rapid development of electronics and, 

to greater using examples, relate this to the 

knowledge of the  explain that the invention of the impact of electronics on society 

properties of integrated circuit using a silicon chip 

materials and was related to the need to develop  gather secondary information to 

increasingly lightweight computers and compact identify the desirable optical 

complex guidance systems properties of silica, including: 

manufacturing 

techniques  explain the impact of the development 

of the silicon chip on the development 

– 

– 

– 

refractive index 

ability to form fibres 

optical non-linearity 
of electronics 

  outline the similarities and differences 
between an integrated circuit and a 
transistor 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

2. Electronics use  describe the difference between an  identify and analyse data and perform 

analogue and electronic circuit and an electric an investigation to demonstrate the 

digital systems, the circuit and the advantages and difference between digital and 

basic circuit disadvantages of each analogue voltage outputs over time 

elements of which 

are potential  distinguish between digital and  gather, process and present 

dividers and analogue systems in terms of their information to identify electronic 

transistors ability to respond to or process systems that use analogue systems, 

continuous or discrete information including television and radio sets and 

 
 identify systems that are digital and 

systems that are analogue in a range 

those that use digital systems, 

including CD players 

of devices  solve problems and analyse 

  identify potential dividers and 

transducers as common elements in 

information involving resistances, 

voltages and currents in potential 

dividers 
both analogue and digital systems 

  explain how the ratio of resistances in 
 

a potential divider allows a range of 

voltages to be obtained 

  describe the role of transducers as an 
 

interface between the environment 
and an electronic system 

 

  

3. Sensors and other  define a transducer as a device that  gather, process and present 

devices allow the can be affected by or affect the graphically information on the 

input of environment  relationship between resistance and 

information in the amount of light falling on a light-

electronic systems  explain the relationship in a light- dependent resistor  
dependent resistor (LDR) between 

resistance and the amount of light 

falling on it 

 solve problems and analyse 
information involving circuit 
diagrams of LDRs and thermistors 

  describe the role of LDRs in cameras 
 gather and analyse information and 

  explain why thermistors are use available evidence to explain why 

transducers and describe the 
relationship between temperature and 
resistance in different types of 
thermistors 

solar cells, switches and the light 

meter in a camera may be considered 

input transducers 

  distinguish between positive and 
 

negative temperature coefficient 

thermistors 

  explain the function of thermistors in 
 

fire alarms and thermostats that 
control temperature 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

4. Some devices use  explain the need for a relay when a  process information to explain the 

output transducers large current is used in a device way in which a relay works using a 

to make circuit diagram 

connections  describe the role of the electromagnet, 

between the device pivot, switch contacts and insulator in  solve problems and analyse 

and the a relay information using circuit diagrams 

environment 
 describe the structure of light-emitting 

involving LEDs and relays 

 diodes (LEDs) in terms of p-type and 
n-type semiconductors 

 analyse information to assess 
situations where an LED would be 

  

preferable to an ordinary light source 

 

 
 explain why voltmeters, ammeters, 

CROs and other electronic meters are 

considered output transducers 
 

  

5. Information can be  describe the behaviour of AND, OR  identify data sources, plan, choose 

processed using and inverter logic gates in terms of equipment or resources for, and 

electronic circuits high and low voltages and relate these perform first-hand investigations to 

to input and outputs construct truth tables for logic gates 

 identify that gates can be used in  solve problems and analyse 

combination with each other to make information using circuit diagrams 

half or full adders involving logic gates 
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 Students learn to: Students: 

 

6. Amplifiers are  describe the functions and the  solve problems and analyse 

used in different properties of an ideal amplifier information to show the transfer 

ways in current characteristics of an amplifier 

technologies  explain that the gain of an ideal 
amplifier is the ratio of its output  gather and present graphical 
voltage to its input voltage:  information to show the transfer 

characteristics of an inverting V
out

A
0

=  amplifier 
V
in

 solve problems and analyse  
 identify that an operational amplifier information about setting the gain of 

is a component of a typical amplifier an inverting amplifier by calculating 
the values of external resistors using:  

 describe the characteristics of an 
Rfoperational amplifier Vout = −  

Vin Ri 
 distinguish between open-loop gain 

 perform a first-hand investigation of a and closed-loop gain 
summing amplifier by adding 

 
 identify the voltage range over which voltages from two separate sources 

an operational amplifier circuit acts as 
a linear device  gather information to identify the 

different ways in which amplifiers are 
 

 describe how an operational amplifier used in current technologies 
can be used as an inverting amplifier 

 
 explain that the gain of an inverting 

amplifier is given by:  

RfVout = −  
Vin Ri

  
 explain the difference between the 

non-inverting input and the inverting 

input 

  
 discuss how feedback can be used in a 

control system 

   
 explain the use of two input resistors 

 to produce a summing amplifier 

€ 

€ 

€ 
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 Students learn to: Students: 
 

7. There are physics  identify that the increased speed of  gather, process and analyse 

limits that may computers has been accompanied by a information and use available 

impact on the decrease in size of circuit elements evidence to discuss the possibility that 

future uses of there may be a limit on the growth of 

computers  explain that as circuit component size computer power and this may require 
is decreasing, quantum effects become a reconceptualisation of the way 

 increasingly important computers are designed 

 

 


